DATA
EXCHANGE
for NetSuite

Data Exchange seamlessly
integrates NetSuite with
third-party systems,
removing the need for the
manual duplication of data,
ensuring data accuracy and
consistency throughout
your business.
Automatically transfer
information such as:
customer records,
sales/purchase orders,
despatches, product details
and stock levels.

& BENEFITS
FEATURES



OUT-THE-BOX AND
CUSTOMISABLE

Data Exchange can be configured quickly
and easily with standard plugins available
to integrate NetSuite with platforms such
as Amazon, eBay, Magento and Fedex.
Data Exchange can also be configured
to meet your specific integration
requirements.

DATA ENTRY TIME
 CUT
IN HALF



Having to only update one system means
that product changes only need to be
made once, cutting data entry time in half.

Data Exchange can import and export
CSV, XML and web services via local
folders, FTP or SFTP as required.
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OPERATES WITH CSV
AND/ OR XML FILES

SYSTEM
INTEGRATION
Data Exchange integrates NetSuite with this
well-known ecommerce platform allowing
your ERP and online stores to fully integrate.

Connect Amazon stores with NetSuite to
automatically transfer data such as sales,
customers, stock levels and fulfilment.

Two-way integration between eBay and
NetSuite allowing orders, stock and
customers to be imported and exported
automatically.

Data Exchange can be configured to
pass despatch information directly from
NetSuite to the FedEx system.

Allows NetSuite to connect directly to
the Maitre’D restaurant EPOS system,
importing inventory sales and vendor
transactions.

Inventory can be exported directly
from NetSuite to the Netalogue B2B
ecommerce platform.


Integrates Visualsoft with NetSuite using
the web developer’s API connected to their
back-end content management system.

Data Exchange carries information from
the Proactis purchase order requisition
system, allowing authorised PO’s to be
automatically generated in NetSuite.

BESPOKE INTEGRATION

Data Exchange can be fully developed to
integrate NetSuite with any third-party
systems your business uses.

“

“Having the website integrated fully with our
ERP system has saved a colossal amount of
time and effort. We are currently loading about
2,000 product lines and expect this to rise to
10,000 in the future.
Eureka Solutions' module has saved
us having to upload the details and images of
each of these products to the website
separately, while also ensuring that there are no
errors through duplication of work”.
John Breslin MD - Kelvin Power Tools
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